Collapse of chain anadiplosis-structured DNA nanowires for highly sensitive colorimetric assay of nucleic acids.
In this work, we have proposed a chain anadiplosis-structured DNA nanowire by using two well-defined assembly strands (AS1 and AS2). The presence of a target analyte would drive the single-stranded AS1 dissociate from the pre-formatted nanowire, converting into a fully double-stranded form responsible for extensive accumulation of G-rich cleavage fragment1 (GCF1) because of an autonomously performed polymerization/nicking/displacement process. In turn, the produced GCF1 is able to hybridize with the un-peeled AS2, allowing the replication over AS2 to occur and generate large amounts of G-rich cleavage fragment2 (GCF2) with the ability to hybridize with the un-peeled AS1, thereafter initiating new enzymatic reactions for further collection of GCF1. Because the reactions occur repeatedly, the assembled nanowires gradually dissociated and completely collapsed in the end, achieving the goal of substantial signal amplification for the colorimetric readout of the target analytes. The sensing feasibility is firstly verified by one trigger primer (TP), and then exemplified with the detection of the target, the kras oncogene, with high sensitivity and specificity. As a proof-of-concept strategy, the intelligent signal readout pathway and desired assay ability provide unique insights into the materials research and biological studies.